VENUES WHERE JURIDICAL AND ECONOMIC RATIONALITIES OF REGULATION INTERACT IN THE 19TH AND EARLY 20TH CENTURY

Max-Planck-Institute for European Legal History
Frankfurt am Main

9 – 10 June 2011

— AGENDA —

THURSDAY, 9 JUNE 2011

11.00 – 11.15 Welcome

PRELIMINARY CONSIDERATION / EARLY FORMS

11.15 – 12.00 Peter Collin (Frankfurt/M.)
Venues where rationalities of regulation interact: causes, levels, instruments and moods of legal-economic communication

12.00 – 12.15 Coffee break

12.15 – 12.45 Andreas Thier (Zürich) (Short talk)
Thoughts about the meeting points of economical and jurisprudential discourses

12.45 – 13.30 Klara Deecke (Marburg)
The liberalization of guild system in the early 19th century
Economic and judicial strategies of argumentation by administration officials and professors from East Prussia and West Pomerania

13.30 – 14.30 Lunch

INTERMEDIARY DISCIPLINES

14.30 – 15.15 Ulrich Jan Schröder (Münster)
“Steuerstaatlichkeit” on trial
The reception of financial concepts of duty funding in legal discourses between the end of the 19th century and the Weimar Republic

15.15 – 16.00 Monia Manâa (Bonn)
‘Do economic crises alter concepts of state regulation?’
The influence of legal and economic research on corporate law before the economic crisis of 1931
16.00 – 16.45  Gerd Bender (Frankfurt/M.)
The wage formation system controversial
Discourses of „Staatswissenschaft“ in the early 20th century

PLACES OF CONTACT

16.45 – 17.00  Coffee break

17.00 – 17.45  Boris Gehlen (Bonn)
The „Deutsche Handelstag“ as a meeting point in economical and legal
regulatory rationalities (1861-1914)

FRIDAY, 10 JUNE 2011

09.30 – 10.15  Heinz Mohnhaupt (Frankfurt/M.)
The “Institut für Wirtschaftsrecht” in Jena (1919-1936) as a meeting
space for the exploration of law in economic life

10.15 – 10.45  Wilfried Rudloff (Kassel) (Short talk)
Socio-political associations as meeting spaces of scientific approaches?

10.45 – 11.00  Coffee break

INTERACTIONAL FIELDS

11.00 – 11.45  Sebastian Felz (Münster)
Solving the housing problem – by market or by state?
The “Bund deutscher Bodenreformer” (German land reform association)
and the regulation of the housing market by mortgage reform, increment
value tax and ground lease

11.45 – 12.15  Vera Hierholzer (Frankfurt/M.) (Short talk)
A retreat of law?
Food regulation in the legal science of the German empire

12.15 – 13.00  Christian Henrich-Franke (Siegen)
Multidimensional meeting places?
Juridical and economic rationalities of regulation
in German railroad legislation in the 1870s

13.00 – 14.00  Lunch

14.00 – 14.30  Peter Becker (Wien) (Short talk)
Debates about administrative reforms
as an interdisciplinary meeting point

14.30 – 15.00  Roman Köster (München) (Short talk)
The economic cartel discussion during Weimar Republic

15.00 – 15.15  Coffee break

15.15 – 16.00  Final discussion